ON THE BOOKSHELF
DC Comic Book Bit for WTBF-AM/FM in Troy, Ala. For March 21, 2018
AQUAMAN 34 “Tyrant King”
Corum Rath summons his oldest friend from the Ninth, Kadaver, and they head to the Well in the
deepest pit of Atlantis. There they call forth the deepest, darkest magic of all. Corum Rath is now
determined to destroy the Aquaman!
BATMAN 43 “For Love of Ivy—Part 3”
Bruce is seriously wounded fighting against Poison Ivy, who’s put-out with Catwoman for not siding
with the Riddler. She blames herself for several deaths, but BM & CW free HQ to treat Ivy. She didn’t
really kill them, so HQ helps her end the spell she had cast on the whole world. The adventure makes
the Bat & the Cat more determined that their relationship will survive!
GREEN LANTERNS 43 “Superhuman Trafficking—Part 4”
Scrapps, Jessica and Simon are successful in restoring the minds and will of the traffickers. Jessica’s
ring takes on the voice of Simon, and he stop by after a while to talk with Jessica. He’s still clueless
of her romantic feelings for him.
HARLEY QUINN 40 “Angry Bird—Part 4”
Dr. Hugo Strange has been manipulating HQ for some time, but she turns the table son him. She’s
also determined to get back at Penguin, so she tries to enlist Killer Croc. He had been mocked as an
exhibit at Coney Island when he was a child, but HQ reminds him that Penguin doesn’t want to help
Croc/Waylon. She cares about him and is his friend, so will he help?
JUSTICE LEAGUE 41 “Justice Lost—Part 3”
The team is being assaulted from without and within, as the “Fan’s” techno-attacks are causing
Cyborg major system failures, and Diana is suddenly vulnerable to bullets. The GLs are headed their
way, but will it be in time?
NIGHTWING 41 “The Untouchable—Conclusion”
Dick finally overcomes the Judge and captures him, but the biggest challenge is for NW to learn how
to accept imperfection in himself. He forgives others for their faults, but never offers the same grace
for his own failings.
SUPER SONS 14 “The Parent Trap—Part 2”
Damian and Jon are trying to stop Talia from killing Lois! She has traveled to Metropolis with her
weapon of choice but expects Damian to try to stop her. He puts up a good fight and asks her to stay
down. She is pleased that he still has his assassins’ edge. He warns her to stay away from Lois. He
and Jon discuss their mission, Damian’s childhood training, and the future. Whenever you choose not
to kill, John tells Damian, YOU win!
SUPERMAN 43 “Bizarroverse—Part 2
Boyzarro is enjoying his visit with Jon Kent. Superman tells Superboy that speaking to Bizaaros is
tricky (everything is a mirror image) but he’s glad that Jon was a good host. SM takes Boyzarro
home through the portal as Beacon and Maya keep it open temporarily. However, it gets complicated
fast. Worse, the Legion of Fun has captured the Bizarro version of the JL!

